
DESCRIPTION 
ü A special cold welding syringe : Welds , repairs, fixes. 

EPOXY LEAK STOPPER- STEEL
Atmos Reference : 1123

Barcode : 3259040013151

+ PRODUCT
ü Contains iron oxide particles

ü Adheres to steel, aluminum, iron and galva

ü Hardens in 5 minutes

ü Avoid using the repaired part for at least 60 minutes

ü Maximum strength obtained after 24 hours

ü Packaging that allows precise and clean dosing

PRECAUTIONS FOR USE
ü Not suitable for polypropylene and polyethylene

PACKAGING

ü Blister pack on card, dimensions 105 x 230 mm

ü Packing quantity : 12 pieces

üUSAGE TIPS
ü Wear gloves when handling the product

ü Clean the surfaces to be sealed, which must be clean, dry and 

degreased.

ü Remove the safety device between both plungers. Keep this piece 

since it will be used as a cap for the syringe after use

ü Press both plungers to release the desired amount of product. 

The amount must be identical for each component 

ü Mix well the components until colour is uniform and 

homogeneous..

ü Apply this mixture in a thin layer on the surface to be sealed.

ü Product smudges can be removed with an alcohol-soaked cloth



INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE

if the syringe should become blocked, insert a sharp point or 
tip into the end to unblock it. This will not impair the 
effectiveness or quality of the product. 
1- Turn off the water supply.
2- Sand, clean, degrease the surface.
3- Tear or cut the square end of the syringe cleanly.
4- Remove the safety device between both plungers. Keep 
this piece since it will be used as a cap for the syringe after 
use.
5- Press both plungers to release the desired amount of 
product. The amount must be identical for each component 
(the blister package will be used as a container. Make a first 
test so both products come out). Pull the plungers back to 
stop the flow.
6- Using the spatula, mix well the components until colour is 
uniform and homogeneous.
7- You have 5 minutes to apply the product.

ü Close the syringe with the cap after use.
ü Dry to the touch within 30 min and complete curing 

within 12H.
ü Wait 2H at least before turning the water supply on. 
ü Once completely cured, the product can be sanded.
ü Not suitable for expandable supports.
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